The painting highlights the concern with the sacrality of the body as a symbol of political struggle, with the body representing the exile experience and the triumph of Buenos Aires in the context of the capital's federalization.
In Sobre héroes y tumbas (1961) , Ernesto Sabato used the story of Lavalle's soldiers fleeing with 5 Rodrıguez and Ruffo, "Paisaje." The caption accompanying the painting in the Museo Histórico Nacional de Argentina helpfully identifies the officers by name, as did La Nación (Buenos Aires), 13 June 1889: see Rodrıguez and Ruffo, "Paisaje," 7. The painting was based on Pedro Lacasa's narrative, and Blanes donated it to the Buenos Aires legislature not long after the federalization of the capital in 1880, which finally resolved Buenos Aires city's position in the nation.
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his body so that their enemies "will never dishonor the general" as the backdrop for his characters' lives under the first era of Peronism and as a metaphor for the divisions in Argentina that led to civil war, death, and exile in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Lavalle's soldiers fled north as Sabato's main character fled south, to Patagonia. While the latter's exile may have been more existential than political, the recurrence of Lavalle's remains in this text as a visceral metaphor, with its "atrocious" smell and the tears of army officer Alejandro Danel as he "sinks his knife into the rotten flesh," suggests the power that the body has to represent themes not only of exile and division but also of reconciliation and union. 6 The body has been used, in exile and return, to legitimize power as well as imagine alternatives from the moment of Lavalle to the present.
Lavalle: Exile and Factionalism
As an independence hero and military leader whose career spanned much of South America, By 1825, when Buenos Aires called for a congress to write a constitution and unify the provinces of the Rıo de la Plata as a single nation, these reforms and 6 Sabato, Sobre héroes, 85. 7 The most recent biography of Lavalle is Pasquali, Juan Lavalle. The first was written by an officer who served under him: Lacasa, Vida militar. The available biographies of Lavalle remain hagiographic. 8 This was known as the "feliz experiencia" of 1820-1824. Gallo, Struggle. 6 others, such as the land reform that led to an expansion of large-scale cattle raising in the south of the province, generated opposition to Rivadavia's faction. Associated with the centralist constitution of 1826, Rivadavia's followers became known as Unitarians. 9 Upon returning to Buenos Aires, Lavalle joined the province's armed forces, soon to be nationalized and sent to war with Brazil. In order to prevail over the Federal League, the Buenos Aires government had acquiesced to a Portuguese takeover of Uruguay in 1817. The 1825 congress, which had included Uruguayan representatives and assumed that Uruguay would become part of the new United Provinces of the Rıo de la Plata, also led to conflict with Brazil (which had gained independence in 1822). The new national government, after 1826 under the leadership of now-president Rivadavia, was soon sucked into a bloody and costly war that, coupled with internal opposition to the Unitarian constitution and centralized government, led to the breakup of the United Provinces of the Rıo de la Plata into provinces now ruled independently for the second time in a decade. In 1828, new elections led to the victory of the opposition Federalist faction in Buenos Aires province and a new governor, Manuel Dorrego. In that year Dorrego signed the treaty with Brazil that ended the conflict, with both Buenos Aires and Brazil agreeing to recognize Uruguayan independence.
This was the scenario that Lavalle encountered upon his return from war with Brazil in 1828: a Federalist governor, suspicious of Unitarians as well as the military leaders associated with centralist projects going back to San Martın, and soldiers unhappy with the dissolution of the United Provinces of the Rıo de la Plata and the treaty signed with Brazil. Lavalle organized a coup against Dorrego the same year, executing him and becoming governor in his place, which led to an uprising in the countryside south of Buenos Aires city and violence that quickly spun out of control. 10 Dorrego's execution broke with a tacit intraelite policy that allowed for exile rather than death for defeated leaders. Exile often operated as an escape valve in such cases, granting well-placed members of the elite a somewhat graceful exit from the country and avoiding the passions and renewed violence that execution might stir up.
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Indeed, the execution of Dorrego did exactly this, as his reputation among the urban poor and the gauchos of the 9 Zubizarreta, Unitarios. 10 Fradkin, ¡Fusilaron a Dorrego! 11 Sznajder and Roniger, Politics of Exile. Poorer dissidents were not always so lucky.
where he remained a prominent military figure, allying with Fructuoso Rivera against Rosas's ally Manuel Oribe and participating in several armed expeditions against the confederation.
The 1828 coup and Dorrego's execution remained stains on Lavalle's record, even for his exiled allies in the struggle against Rosas. Fellow Unitarians from the civil wars of the 1830s, such as General José María Paz, called Dorrego's execution an "unjustifiable act" that allowed Rosas to justify his own "bloody atrocities." 12 General Gregorio Aráoz de la Madrid, while echoing this assessment, went further, calling Lavalle stubborn, arrogant, and unwilling to listen to his subordinates or peers.
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Though these comments in part reflect personal divisions among Unitarian generals, they echo the widespread assumption that Dorrego's execution was a major error, if not a crime, that unleashed the violence of the 1830s-and led to Rosas consolidating power.
Lavalle went on to lead an uprising against Rosas in 1839 from neighboring Montevideo. In the tense atmosphere leading up to this campaign, a key moment in the Rosas regime, attitudes toward political dissent hardened in Buenos Aires, generating new waves of exile, imprisonment, and political assassination. Lavalle's army brought together a wide range of anti-Rosas exiles, who did not always see eye to eye. These included not only Unitarians who had fled Rosas or his provincial allies in 1829 but also dissident Federalists and the young Romantic Generation of 1837, who had seen in Rosas a figure capable of undertaking national organization. When it became clear that Rosas had no intention of calling a constitutional convention and deeply 12 Paz, Memorias, [76] [77] Memorias, 8 mistrusted the Romantics' use of the press and public opinion, they too became subject to repression and fled into exile.
14 Despite the backing of the French, who imposed a blockade on Buenos Aires, Lavalle decided not to take the city, and he retreated to the north, toward the province of Salta. In Salta, after his defeat at Quebracho Herrado and the flight of much of his army, Lavalle continued his retreat north with his reduced forces. He found death by happenstance on October 9, 1841, when a party of montoneros (gaucho guerrillas) fired on the house where he was staying in Jujuy, which they believed to belong to Unitarian sympathizers, and hit Lavalle in the neck, killing him.
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From there his body was spirited across the border to Bolivia by his loyalists, on their way to their own exile.
The decision not to attack Buenos Aires in 1839 was the subject of controversy among émigrés.
Tomás de Iriarte, a Federalist who had fled to Montevideo after Dorrego's execution in 1828, returned when Rosas became governor in 1829 and then fled again in 1833, when Rosas assumed dictatorial powers. Though he joined Lavalle in 1839, he remained suspicious of the Unitarian general, and he complained of Lavalle's "contempt" for him. Interestingly, he attributed to the shadow of Dorrego's execution Lavalle's decision not to attack Buenos Aires and to instead fight Rosas's provincial allies. This decision was in Iriarte's view a product of Lavalle's fear of his own execution, "the punishment of his own crime."
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The young Romantics echoed these opinions. Domingo Faustino Sarmiento called Dorrego's execution a political error-again, because of the wave of violence that it provoked-while also criticizing Lavalle's disdain for gauchos. More generally, he criticized Unitarians in historicist terms for misunderstanding the origins of Rosas and his popularity, although he characterized the execution as a historical inevitability.
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Other Romantics critiqued Lavalle, and Unitarians more broadly, in generational terms. Esteban Echeverría famously drew a parallel between how Rosas spurned the Romantics' offer of alliance in the 1830s and Lavalle's supposed unwillingness to All these opinions were written retrospectively, with an eye toward justifying their authors'
actions. Yet they reflect a certain historical memory of the events themselves and the way that anti-Rosas émigrés sought to portray themselves before and after the Battle of Caseros in 1852, when Rosas fell to an alliance of dissident provinces allied with Brazil and Montevideo under the leadership of Urquiza. More than a symbol of unity even among anti-Rosas émigrés, Lavalle represented the spiral of violence unleashed by Dorrego's execution and the strategic and factional differences that divided the émigrés. Yet despite their differences, these factions were nonetheless united in rejection of Rosas and a shared experience of exile, repression, and violence during Lavalle's campaign of 1839-1841, during the 1840s abroad, and amid repatriation in the 1850s. The memory of exile comes out clearly in a statement from one of the constitutional clubs that sprang up on the Pacific coast to participate in the constitutional organization of the republic after Rosas's fall in 1852: "The Argentineans residing in Chile are neither porteños nor provincial, but rather Argentineans from all parts of the Republic, men cast out in different eras and circumstances from the heart of the country and who have fought, succumbed, or persevered in the hope of seeing the goal of organizing the country realized, to which so much blood, tears, time, and fortunes have been sacrificed."
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It was Lavalle's standing as a founding father-not just of Argentina, but of the larger Spanish American independence movements-and the memory of exile that allowed Lavalle's repatriation to be a symbol of Argentinean unity, albeit a problematic one that would provoke dissent during the conflict 18 Halperín Donghi, "Una nación," xvii. 19 Alberdi, Memorias, . 20 "De los argentinos residentes en Santiago de Chile . . . ," Santiago, 1852, in Sarmiento, Las ciento, 83. 10 between Buenos Aires and the confederation.
Death and Exile
The mythologizing of Lavalle's posthumous travels began with the story of the border crossing.
Alejandro Danel, an officer in Lavalle's army, narrated the events after Lavalle's October 1841 death.
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According to Danel, the corpse began to decompose and was giving off an odor. Some members of the party offered to cut off its head in order to carry it to Bolivia and to bury the body on the spot in Jujuy. In light of Danel's opposition to this measure, the commanding officer, Juan Esteban Pedernera, proposed that Danel separate the corpse's flesh from the bone to prevent the Federalists from putting the head on a pike. For Pedro Lacasa, another member of the party that escaped into Bolivia with Lavalle's body, their rescue of the general's remains was a "unique example in the annals of war." 25 
Lacasa
argued that unlike past armies in retreat, whose soldiers rescued their officers or bravely protected bodies fallen in combat, only the soldiers of the "Argentine Republic" had fought daily after their defeat to take their leader's remains into exile and protect them from profanation.
Lacasa wrote this during the repatriation of Lavalle's remains 15 years later, in the 1850s, when they had already acquired an important symbolic dimension related to exile, civil war, and the 21 Danel, a French officer under Napoleon, was recruited by Rivadavia to fight for the independence of the Rıo de la Plata. After arriving in Buenos Aires in 1817, he fought against the Federalists, first serving in 1822 under then-colonel Lavalle in Brazil. Danel, "Auto-biografıa." 22 Danel refers to the "cruel profanation of tyrants." Ibid., 60. 23 Ibid., Danel notes that he had been expected to follow his father's example and become a doctor. 24 Podgorny, "Las momias." The sources that mention Lavalle's remains often refer to them as "ashes" (cenizas), which, rather than implying cremation, was a synonym for remains. 25 Lacasa, Vida militar, 108. 11 difficulties of organizing the republic.
Understanding the context of exile is central to understanding how Lavalle's remains immediately took on a symbolic role, unifying the émigrés in Bolivia and keeping them focused on the struggle against Rosas. This was no doubt useful for a group diverse in terms of both faction and provincial origin, with the Argentine Republic yet to be constituted. Lavalle's body kept the émigrés together, and a series of exile associations sprang up in Bolivia to participate in Lavalle's funeral and continue the political struggle against Rosas. As a figure in the broader Spanish American independence revolution, Lavalle allowed the exiles to call on the solidarity of their Bolivian hosts and to blur the differences between Buenos Aires and the other provinces of the Argentine Confederation.
Upon arriving in Bolivia in 1841, the émigrés were welcomed by the prefect of Potosı, and Lavalle's remains were deposited in the cathedral.
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One of the exiles' first actions was to set up a commission to organize Lavalle's funeral. A meeting of "all the émigrés" in the city of Potosí elected an executive commission to coordinate a subscription to pay for the ceremony. 27 The commission emphasized that the subscription was to be paid "exclusively by Argentineans" and that the funeral called for the "formality and circumspection that such an act requires and that is the duty of said émigrés." The goal seems to have been to channel the émigrés' political loyalties, what the commission called "classic proof of loyalty [adhesiónn to the general's person." Loyalty was as much personal loyalty to the general as national loyalty to Argentina; yet the exile leaders themselves aimed to generate national sentiment among émigrés.
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The commission sought to create a state funeral, albeit in the absence of an Argentine state, both to legitimize their struggle and politicize the émigré population. Lavalle, Potosı, 23 Mar. 1841 , in RBN 25, no. 59 (1958 : 46-47. Frıas himself was not able to attend the funeral, because he had neither "a horse nor the resources." Félix Frıas to Potosí commission, Chuquisaca, 9 Feb. 1842 , in RBN 24, no. 58 (1951 Rıo de la Plata, or the Andes. These cross-border ties can be seen in the presence of at least two commission members born in Upper Peru, despite the insistence that subscriptions be made "exclusively by Argentineans." Lavalle's Bolivian funeral and the émigrés' integration into Bolivian public life coincided with Ballivián's rise to power-and a struggle over the body of his deceased rival, Agustın Gamarra.
In 1841 Ballivián returned from exile in Peru, assumed the presidency, and then defeated an invasion from Peru headed by Gamarra via a cross-border movement not unlike that of the Argentinean émigrés. The treaty signed by Bolivia and Peru in 1842 contained provisions for the return of Gamarra's body to Peru. Nevertheless, its repatriation would have to wait until 1848 and a new president. This eventual return started a revision of Gamarra's memory meant to end the anarchy, civil war, and transnational adventures in Bolivia-a revision similar to the one 34 Casimiro Rodríguez, a member of the Potosí commission, and Juan Estanislao de Elías, a signatory of the Sucre subscription, were independence-era officers who had fought under Lavalle in the 1839-1841 campaign. Elías was the confederation's chargeé d'affaires in his native city of Sucre after Rosas's fall. 35 Their integration into Bolivian society was facilitated by a political alliance with Ballivián, whose brother-in-law was the Uruguay-born anti-Rosas officer Wenceslao Paunero. The names that appear on the lists of émigrés make it clear that many were from border regions with long-standing ties to Upper Peru. This fluid, nonexclusive nationality has been analyzed in Sobrevilla Perea, Caudillo.
14 being spearheaded by Lavalle's followers.
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Underscoring these connections to the Peru-Bolivia border region is the fact that a squadron of porteños that had accompanied Lavalle's remains to Bolivia was sent north and defected to the Peruvians, while Pedernera and his soldiers were incorporated into the Bolivian army and fought against Gamarra in 1841. 
The Repatriation Commission
Chile was a haven not only for Lavalle's remains but also for the Argentine émigrés over the following years. Some stayed in Chile well after Rosas's fall at the Battle of Caseros in 1852, when many returned to the Río de la Plata to participate in the constitutional process that founded the Argentine Republic. The divisions between Buenos Aires and the rest of the provinces persisted, however. Following fights over its role in the new constitutional structure and control of the revenue-producing customs office, Buenos Aires seceded from the confederation, producing conflict that would last for a decade. Two parties, the Argentine Confederation and the province of Buenos Aires, both claimed to represent the nation. Both approved constitutions, set up state institutions, and sought diplomatic recognition abroad.
Divisions abroad mirrored those in the Río de la Plata, as former exiles found themselves on opposing sides of the conflict, organized into competing constitutional clubs. 41 Lavalle's remains became part of that struggle. In 1858, the Buenos Aires assembly passed a resolution authorizing the "executive power" to move the remains to the province and appropriated the necessary funds. The use of Unitarian to describe Buenos Aires's position is somewhat misleading, as those involved in the conflicts of the 1850s cannot be neatly divided into Unitarians and Federalists, even while those labels were used at that time-and subsequently-to explain the conflicts between the province and the confederation. The former exiles were split between those who defended the confederation and those who remained loyal to Buenos Aires, but these divisions did not necessarily follow previous factional lines. The fight over the terms should rather be understood as part of a debate over the historical memory of Lavalle and Unitarianism that was politically salient in the 1850s, and the use of the word Unitarianism as a reflection of Lacasa, Vida militar, city and the nation was complicated by exile: Would he be returning to the city, or to the nation? Lavalle, hero of both the independence fight and the struggle against Rosas, was well positioned to mobilize public memory and reinforce an anti-Rosas political identity shared by both the provincial government and the former exiles still abroad (as well as those residing in the Argentine Confederation, with its capital in Paraná). It helped that he was both a porteño and part of the larger struggle for independence in America, thus mirroring the blurred borders of the future Argentine Republic. Repatriating Lavalle's body allowed the Buenos Aires government to reaffirm ties with the émigré community and to appropriate the struggle against Rosas for legitimacy against the confederation.
Ocampo and the other members of the repatriation commission appear to have been carefully chosen for their position in Chile. They were all well-known members of Chile's Argentinean émigré community, participants in exile associations and well connected in Chilean society. None returned to Argentina, but they all maintained political and social ties with the country, as exemplified by their participation in the commission. This indicates that citizenship was not seen 54 Las Heras and Ocampo had both been members of Santiago's Argentine commission in the 1840s, and all three repatriation commission members had been part of the Argentine constitutional club founded by Domingo Faustino Sarmiento in 1852-1853, which was loyal to Buenos Aires. 
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"Newspapers and private correspondence" informed her that Buenos Aires was in a state of war with the confederation, which would consume the government's "time and resources." The funeral ceremonies would, in her view, "distract" the government from more important duties, and the money would be better spent in the city's defense, in view of the "pursuit of greater goals that arise from the vital question that is being debated on the banks of the Plata River." Though "anxious to contribute to the fulfillment of the generous vows expressed by the Government and people of Buenos Aires in favor of the memory of my unfortunate husband," she also asked if it were not better to "await a more propitious era." Now that the unfortunate division between the pueblos of our patria has happily ended, though it still existed when those [i.e., the commission'sn instructions were given, and now that we are united in one nation, that has its representatives here [in Chilen; I take the liberty of pointing out to you, the commission, that they be especially invited by the commission, in order to solemnize with their presence, the act of exhuming the remains of the illustrious compatriot who, after so many years, is going to rest in the land of the As we have seen, by repatriating Lavalle's remains the commission was helping to legitimize Buenos Aires as heir to the exiles' struggle, both at home and abroad. Sarratea himself had been nominated consul to Valparaíso by the government of Buenos Aires, though his credentials were not accepted by the Chilean government. This was part of a larger struggle between Buenos Aires and Paraná for international recognition, and Chile did in fact recognize Paraná in 1855.
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In his letter to Ocampo, however, he was referring not to himself but rather to the recognized representatives of the confederation, the general consul Gregorio Beeche and the former chargé d'affaires Carlos Lamarca, two émigré merchants who had long lived in Valparaíso. Sarratea suggested nominating these two to represent the commission at the exhumation.
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Just as the defeat of Buenos Aires's forces at Cepeda had begun a process that would incorporate the city into the nation, it also meant that the dual Argentinean diplomatic representation in Chile had to be reconciled as part of the process of repatriation of Lavalle's remains. It is also here that we get the best sense of how the repatriation commission acted as a quasi-diplomatic body in representatives would ensure a unified diplomacy abroad and unite the émigré community. What is remarkable is that this reconciliation found its expression not in negotiations between Buenos
Aires and Paraná but rather in the heart of the émigré communities in Valparaíso and Santiago.
This reflects the prominence of exiles in post-Rosas Argentine politics, both in the Rıo de la Plata and abroad, and the continuing importance of transnational politics to Argentina almost a decade after Rosas's fall.
Although its original goal was to reinforce Buenos Aires's political legitimacy as a sovereign
state, the repatriation commission ended up playing a role in reconciling the exile community around Lavalle's remains. What had begun as an attempt by Buenos Aires to appropriate a potent symbol of the exile struggle had been transformed into an attempt to unify Argentineans abroad.
Sarratea was now interpreting Lavalle's repatriation as a symbol of Argentinean unification, an interpretation that would find echoes both within the confederation and in later artworks such as Blanes's aforementioned painting.
Although Sarratea's suggestion to add Lamarca and Beeche to the commission was rejected by
Ocampo, who held that the commission's instructions did not allow acceptance of new members, Beeche and Lamarca were invited to participate in the public ceremonies as representatives of the "Argentine Republic."
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More important, Sarratea's comments suggest that for the e ḿigre ś themselves repatriation had its own meanings. This is clear in looking at the organization of the ceremonies themselves, first in Valparaíso and then in Santiago. The instructions from Buenos Aires emphasized a ceremony with "all appropriate decorum," and the commission did its best to make the exhumation and repatriation of Lavalle's remains as dignified as possible.
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The commission sought to stage a republican funeral through negotiation with Chilean authorities, much as the Potosí commission had tried in Bolivia almost two decades earlier. But whereas the earlier effort at deploying republican imagery aimed to depict an alternative to Rosas in the absence of an Argentine republic, the 1860 effort represented an attempt to consolidate a weak and conflictual legitimacy by presenting a unified republican front abroad.
65 Gabriel Ocampo to Mariano Sarratea, Santiago, 23 Nov. 1860, ACAB, CM, AH1619 1. Ocampo appears to be following Mitre's lead in referring to the "Argentine Republic." One of the changes requested by Buenos Aires before ratifying the 1853 constitution was to replace all references to the country as the "Argentine Confederation" with the "Argentine Nation." 66 "Instrucciones a la comisión," Buenos Aires, 30 Sept. 1858, in General Lavalle, 7. 
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In order to guarantee a ceremony with the dignity of a state funeral, the Chilean authorities' cooperation was necessary. This is where Ocampo's and Las Heras's political integration was key, along with Lavalle's status as a hero of Chilean independence. Sarratea suggested to his colleagues in Santiago that they ask the minister of the interior to "contribute so that those remains receive the honors due to those who fought and spilled blood for the liberty and independence of Chile." 67 As in Bolivia, the independence struggle provided legitimacy and solidarity. The presence of Las Heras-an independence hero who had fought with both Lavalle and the Chileans-at the head of the commission was highly symbolic.
Both Las Heras and Ocampo used their political contacts in Santiago, including private conversations with the Chilean president, to ensure active participation by the Chilean authorities. 68 This would include a military escort to honor Lavalle at the exhumation ceremony in Valparaíso, symbolizing continental unity. 69 After discussing the matter with the intendant, mass was held in the Church of Saint Augustine, chosen for its capacity to fit "the local authorities, soldiers, consular corps, and private individuals" invited by the commission. 70 Carriages were to be furnished to those who wished to accompany Lavalle's remains to the station, where a special train would carry the body to Santiago. 71 The participation of the Chilean government would be complemented by that of the diplomatic corps, contributing further to the impression of an official ceremony. It would be presided over by the intendant, in the presence of military officers and the consuls of Brazil, Uruguay, France, and England, all in uniform. 72 During the procession to the temple, the "precious relics" were "covered with the flag of the patria, and precious allegorical crowns, that some Argentinean ladies [señorasn had draped over it." 73 In this foreign presence and symbolism the procession was similar to the Bolivian funeral as well as the repatriation ceremonies for Bolívar, Gamarra, and Rivadavia, to name a few examples.
Sarratea explained that the ceremony was held with all the "solemnity and pomp permitted by our religion" in order to highlight the "Champion of the liberty of the Argentine people [pueblon, the government that requested his remains, and the Chilean people who held him safe for almost 20 years." It was, in his view, a success, "a true celebration and gala for this pueblo" (una verdadera fiesta y gala para este pueblo), who gave Lavalle an "authentic ovation of respect." 
Return to the Nation
In Buenos Aires, a commission was appointed by now-governor Mitre to formally receive the remains and to organize the ceremonies before Lavalle was buried in the Recoleta cemetery. As in Chile, the commission was made up primarily of former exiles, the "most notable people who saved the martyr's ashes in Jujuy." It was directed by Mitre to accompany the body by river from Rosario, where it had arrived by land from Chile.
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The scene in Buenos Aires was much like that 
Exile, Dual Loyalty, and Republican State Formation
In Chile, en route through the confederation, and in Buenos Aires, Lavalle's remains-and the exile experience itself-were subject to differing interpretations. For émigrés still residing in Chile, the exhumation and repatriation were an opportunity to publicly voice their loyalty to the new republic being formed in the Rıo de la Plata and to participate in political debate. For the Buenos Aires leadership, many of whom were exiles themselves and were connected to these authenticity. This association should not be surprising given the twists and turns of political alliances, but it also underscores the importance of exile and return to political elites in the nineteenth century. The reason that Lavalle's memory could speak to those on both sides of the Buenos Aires-confederation divide was this shared experience.
In the face of persistent political divisions, exile was an experience shared by leaders in Paraná and Buenos Aires that could be mobilized for unity-or to legitimize divisions. The memory of exile endured not only within republican Argentina but also in the communities that remained abroad. Not all émigrés return to their country of origin, and the question of dual loyalties, nonexclusive nationality, and transnational politics in transitional regimes has received little attention for the nineteenth century. The political integration of exiles in Chile was seen by the Buenos Aires government not as conflictual but as an asset in its dispute with the confederation that could be used to further foreign policy goals, in an early form of transnational political mobilization that predated the nation and played a role in its organization.
For its members, the repatriation commission provided the opportunity to reinforce their ties to Buenos Aires, either by envisaging the possibility of return or-more likely, perhaps-further solidifying their position in the Argentine émigré community and with the Chilean government.
At the same time, the repatriation ceremony in Valparaíso was an important event for the Argentine émigrés of Chile, provoking public displays of emotion that were repeated in Argentina both in the press and in the repatriation pilgrimage. This complicates notions of return, in particular for someone like Ocampo, whose political life straddled both countries even 50 years after independence. Argentineans outside the confederation's borders were determined to maintain a voice in the constitutional process at the foundation of the republic.
Lavalle's body thus symbolized not only the unification of Argentina (and the prominence of Buenos Aires manifested in Mitre's representations of Lavalle's memory) but also the symbolic return of exiles to the nation. These exiles included Lavalle himself, those who accompanied his body to Bolivia (Frías and Pedernera), the first two presidents of the united republic (Mitre and Sarmiento) , and important intellectual figures (such as Alberdi and Gutiérrez) . This suggests the important role that exile and return played in national organization, a role that has yet to be fully 
